High-throughput automated DNA sequencing facility with fluorescent labels at the European Molecular Biology Laboratory.
One of the aims of the facility is to develop and push the automated on-line DNA sequencing gel technology to its limit in sequence throughput, which may be somewhere around 100 kilobases of sequence per device per day. Key new developments were initiated and applied in operation on the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) automated sequencer and its commercial version A.L.F. (Pharmacia). Sequencing speed was increased by a factor of 10-20, up to 1500 bases per hour per clone on ultrathin (about 100 microns) gels, while the resolution and reading length were extended to 1000 bases on gels with 50 cm separation length, using fluorescein-15-*dATP as the internal label. With our sequencing strategy, closing about 40% of the sequence with "walking" primers and F-15-*dATP as internal label, we sequenced both strands of a cosmid insert of 38.5 kb in length, each strand twice, in only 430 sequencing reactions and with average reading of 380 bases per reaction.